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About This Software

JugiPaint is a painting software with diverse tools for various illustration works. It provides many standard digital painting
features like layers, brushes, selections, transformations, etc., as well as some less often like guide layers and panels. The raster

based painting and editing capabilities are supplemented with powerful tools for creating vector based line art.
JugiPaint is the successor of Comicado and is also well suited for creating comics.

Key features:
- a versatile brush system which powers a wide range of brushes with a high level of customization

- vector drawing
- filter layers
- text layers

- guide layers - perspective and simple mannequin
- layered panels for comics creation

- rulers
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Title: JugiPaint
Genre: Design & Illustration
Developer:
Jugilus
Publisher:
Jugilus
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows Vista,7,8,10

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 50 GB available space

Additional Notes: graphic tablet with wintab drivers required

English
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Does not work. Loved this game back in 2006 and had just repurchased it on Steam a year or so ago (before the Redux was
announced). The new 2017 update is in improvement in just about every way from the original.

While the engine and game mechanics haven't had anything added (from what I can tell), the game holds up pretty damn well -
and the improved graphics add quite a bit to the replay value (for me at least),

I wish they had added in some of the elements from Sniper Elite 4 - but, at the same time, this game is quite a lot of fun and
stands on its own blue legs. Really love the Bio-Chip menu and all the cool things you can do with your weapons.

The only real issue I had was with the cover mechanic, I kept on going into cover, or getting stuck on cover when I was trying to
run past. It got easier with time, but I really wish the cover was a bit smoother.

My other quibble is that Helm still doesn't appear in the end credits with the rest of the squad. Would be nice if he was there at
the end cinematic during the credits ;)

I also miss Natashov's old outfit - but I suppose that is the tennage side of me :P

Really hope they decide to put out a new Rogue game - I wouldn't even mind if they redid the story from the start again using a
newer engine (a blending of Sniper Elite and this would be awesome)

..and while I am wishing, a Co-Op campaign mode would be great as well!!!!. Without a doubt one of the worst games I have
played. The reason this game is so hard is due to it's inconsistencies. The physics are all over the place. There is literally no way
to judge how much you can move left to right, it's completely random. Wall jumping is the most awkward mess, sometimes the
jump button just doesn't do anything. If you want the achivements you will be playing this horrible mess for over 3 hours and I
can guarentee you it will be a horrible experience.. I really enjoyed this game. I have played through three times since I bought it
yesterday! I am hoping to play through until I get all the accomplishments and I am hoping to find other games like this as it is
one of my favorite genres.. It's a really good game i am really hyped for some of these confirmed character, i admit i hardly
know any of these indie characters that are currently in the game but ik a few and that is also why im hyped for the confirmed
ones like the batter (seriously off is a good game) and niko from one shot. Let's get to the game itself now.

Pros:
- good map design (except some maps have these really big spaces between em but that is fine for me)
- so far most characters are really fun to play
- nice character skins for those that have it
- no content cut dlc so far
- only 10 euros
- they made this game work whit the unity engine (good for them :p)
- alot of updates (what i like to see in early development games)
Neutral:
- not all characters have a skin or recolor but they are prob implementd later
- running is kinda hard to pull off on some chars but that might be me

Cons:
- Some attacks seem to be a bit poor but it's not too bad
- lots of opens spaces for characters and stages still in development take too much off the roster and could have been left away
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to make the roster easier manouverebel and cleaner
- characters could have been sorted better (not really a big thing)
- zee tee being broken as hell aka fast special ultimate move (will prob be nerfed in the future i hope) and still a couple of
glitches like poncho still having this assist capsule in his hand that i cannot throw (i blame unity engine)

all in all still a solid 6,5/10 that most likely will be an 8/10 or 9/10 if it gets finished

i cannot wait to play this localy whit my friend this weekend as we share a library (just like the good old melee-brawl times)

keep it up devs :p. Experimental game? Got that right!!

This game, if you can even call it that, seems to me like someone's half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥attempt at a school assignment that they
cleverly decided to put on steam to make a few bucks.

The best part of this game was the Let's Play I did on it. Haven't had that much fun recording and editing a video in a while.
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too simple for a pro gamer like myself. Great skins. Great game!
Gives you the choice to play with your friends, cool experience.
Clever riddles, neither difficult nor easy.

Good job!. Anymore, I've become EXTREMELY cautious when buying ANY new VR title from independent developers that
go over $20. Many of them are not worth that price model and too many VR users are now giving thumbs up with bad reviews
just to encourage support for the uptick of independent devs.

I am glad I decided to try this one out, because it is a very nice game. Smooth graphics, decent gameplay, and it feels a lot like
Diablo in many ways. Very cool. Character progression seems nice and the boss battles are fun. Assuming this game is going to
get better as more support it, I am excited to see how it improves (minus a few glitches, it is very good now).

Preta in its day one state, unlike MANY other VR titles, was ready for early access. I encourage you to try it. This developer
ACTUALLY deserves the support... and I rarely say that.

Thanks guys, good game. We had a lot of fun playing it last night looking forward to playing more.

The only real and astounding negative with this game is the microtransaction system.. Excellent! Simple but effective piece of
software.
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